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 Executive Summary 
The final report on “Operational Excellence in HR Services at Banglalink” is a part of fulfilling the 
requirement of BBA program conducted by BRAC University. This study was conducted under the 
direct supervision of the designated academic supervisor assigned from BRAC University and on site 
supervisor from Banglalink. Most of the information used in this report were collected from primary 
sources while some secondary data were also used to support the report.  
Employees are one of the most precious and important elements of an organization. They are the only 
factor that represents a potential competitive advantage for the organization. To remain competitive and 
expand businesses, a company needs to hire and retain efficient persons who will lead the company to 
achieve its goals. Human resource Management has always been one of the key factors of an 
organization. To ensure sustainable growth the HR of Banglalink tries to give its best to the Employees 
so that the employees feel that they are a crucial part of Banglalink. The modern organizations those 
are in the leading position in their respective field are found with ensuring that they give their best to 
their employees through excellent service. This is a descriptive report on Operational Excellence in HR 
Services at Banglalink.  
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Chapter: 1 
1.0 Introduction 
Employees are one of the most important elements of an organization. They are the only factor that 
represents a potential competitive advantage for the organization. To remain competitive or to expand 
businesses, when a company needs to have right people in right place to lead the company at the same 
time it is essential to ensure that they are also given with the right services.  
Banglalink is one of the leading multinational companies operating in Bangladesh. It is the fastest 
growing mobile operator in the telecom industry in Bangladesh. The organization has secured the 
second position in the market within 02 years of its inception in Bangladesh. The main contributing 
factor behind this rapid success and sustainable growth is its dynamic and energetic human resource. 
While attracting potential candidates, Banglalink offers a very lucrative package for the retention of 
their employees. That enabled them to be the employer of choice.   
The HR department of Banglalink is always giving its best so that the employees feel that they are not 
being ignored, but given the best services, which will make them work more. 
1.1 Origin of the Topic 
While continuing my internship program in Banglalink in HR and administration department, I have 
been instructed by the academic supervisor to work on this topic “Operational Excellence in HR 
Services at Banglalink” considering Banglalink is one of the fastest growing successful mobile 
operator in telecom industry of Bangladesh and it has a dynamic and energetic manpower which 
enabled Banglalink to be the second largest mobile company within 02 year of its inception. So 
working on this topic of Banglalink would be worthwhile for further study. 
1.2 Objectives of the Study 
Objective of the study are given below 
 To analyze the HR Services of Banglalink  
 To find out the area of improvement for  HR services in Banglalink    
1.3 Methodology 
1.3.1 Data Types  
Both primary and secondary information were used to address the study objectives.  
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1.3.2 Data Sources 
Primary data was obtained by interviewing the personnel in the Human Resources Department of the 
organization. Managers (HR Operation) and some executives and Coordinators (Human Resources) 
were interviewed several times. Journals and references were very rare on this topic. So, secondary 
information has been collected from websites.  
1.4 Limitation of the Study 
Due to having limited access it was hard to give a clear idea. Due to maintaining confidentiality of 
company information, detail information related to employee compensation and benefit couldn’t be 
revealed. It was not allowed by Banglalink to get remuneration related information, for which I couldn’t 
give a clear idea of how remuneration works. 
The outcome of the study can thus be regarded exploratory, and may not be treated as absolute. In 
later case a more comprehensive study is required.  
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Chapter: 2 
2.1 Overview of Banglalink 
Banglalink Digital Communications limited (previously Orascom Telecom Bangladesh limited) is 
fully owned by telecom ventures Limited. Vimpelcom is one of the world’s largest integrated limited. 
Telecommunications services operators providing voice and data services through a range of 
traditional and broadband mobile and fixed technologies in Russia, Italy, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and 
many more including Bangladesh. Vimpelcom is headquartered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands and 
listed as an ad on the NASDAQ global select market under the symbol “vip”.  
Since Banglalink Digital Communications Limited launch in February 2005, its impact was felt 
immediately: overnight mobile telephony became an affordable option for customers across a wide 
range of market segments. Banglalink Digital Communications Limited initial success was based on a 
simple mission: “bringing mobile telephony to the masses” which was the cornerstone of its strategy. 
Banglalink Digital Communications Limited changed the mobile phone status from luxury to a 
necessity, brought mobile telephone to the general people of Bangladesh and made a place in their 
hearts. The mobile phone has become the symbol for positive change in Bangladesh. The brand 
slogan of “start something new” is in essence derived from Banglalink Digital Communications 
Limited promise of empowering people with affordable communication solutions so that they can take 
new initiatives in life. The company believes that, it is through such new initiatives that positive 
change will occur for the overall betterment of the nation.  
Banglalink Digital Communications Limited attain 1 million subscribers by December 2005 and 3 
million subscribers in October 2006. In less than two years which is by December 2007, Banglalink 
Digital Communications Limited overtook Aktel to become the second largest operator in Bangladesh 
with more than 7.1 million customers. Banglalink Digital Communications Limited currently has 30.9 
million subscribers as of December 2014, representing a market share of 25.47%. Banglalink Digital 
Communications Limited growth over the preceding years have been fuelled with innovative products 
and services targeting different market segments, aggressive improvement of network quality and 
dedicated customer care, creating an extensive distribution network across the country, and 
establishing a strong brand that emotionally connected customers with Banglalink Digital 
Communications Limited.  
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2.2  Mission, Vision, Objective, Aim, Value, Strategies 
2.2.1  Vision: "Banglalink understands people's needs best and will create and deliver appropriate 
communication services to improve people's life and make it easier". 
2.2.2 Mission:  The missions of Banglalink are:  
 Achieving a leading position in the Bangladesh wireless market in net additions and 
ARPM. 
 Delivering superior benefits in every phase of the customer experience before and after 
 Creating optimum shareholder value. 
2.2.3 Objectives: The objectives of Banglalink are given bellow: 
 Increasing service offerings. 
 Expanding the network.   
 Creating innovative, unique, and cost-effective various products to customers. 
 Increasing loyalty by focused customer retention program. 
 Develop operational procedure for the fast deployment of service. 
 99.5% overall network availability. 
 Increase subscriber base over country on the network by 2010. 
2.2.3 Aim: Banglalink aims to understand peoples' needs best and develop appropriate 
communication services to improve peoples' life and make it simple. All their work is aimed 
towards meeting their vision. All members of the Banglalink family are highly passionate 
individuals, fully committed to achieving the vision that they have set themselves. Their 
customers' needs matter most to them- making customers life simple and improving it is all 
they want. 
2.2.5  Value:  To ensure their vision is achieved, they have set us a few values, they want to be:  
 Straight Forward 
 Reliable 
 Innovative 
 Passionate 
2.2.6 Strategies: Banglalink follows the following strategy: 
 Functional Level Strategy: Banglalink focus is on efficiency, quality, innovation, and 
customer responsiveness.  
 Business Level Strategy: Banglalink applies both the cost leadership and differentiation 
strategies as their business level strategies. 
2.3 Organization: 
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2.3.1 Head Office: 
The head office of Banglalink is named as Tiger’s Den which is situated in Gulshan area, Dhaka. 
Address: Tigers’ Den, Mir Shawkat Ali Sharak, House#SW4, Gulshan Avenue, Gulshan-1, Dhaka-
1212 
2.3.2 Branch Offices:  
Its branch offices are located in Chittagong, Sylhet, Bogra, Rajshahi, Khulna, Barisal, Tangail and 
Faridpur.   
2.3.3 Management 
The head of the management of Banglalink is Ziad Shatara, an Egyptian Personal and he 
holds the position of CEO (Chief Executive Officer). Every department is led by their own 
departmental heads, for example Monzula Morshed is the head of the Human Resouce 
department and whenever a decision has to be made, she lets the CEO know and together 
they discuss and take decision.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure.1 (Managements of Banglalink) 
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2.3.4 Organization Structure of Banglalink 
Banglalink has top, middle and first level management. It has seven major departments such as Finance 
and Accounts, Sales, Marketing, IT, Administration, Customer Care, Human Resource. The total 
numbers of employees are 2288 and senior managers/managers are 116. 
 
 
 
Figure. 2 (Organizational Structure of Banglalink) 
 
2.4 Product and Service 
2.4.1 Banglalink sales and care centers: 
Banglalink has set the benchmark in customer care with its state-of-the-art call center, largest customer 
care network, and a passionate and vigilant team serving the customers every single moment.  
Banglalink has dedicated a team to manage high-end customer accounts and with over 700 customer 
care points including 7 customer sales and care centers. 
Banglalink care line offers a dedicated 24 / 7 services to answer all your queries, 24 hours a day. 7 days 
a week. Any queries you may have about:  
 subscribing for a new connection  
 any form of account information  
 coverage details  
 product information  
 value added services  
 billing information
 
 
CEO 
Marketing 
GR and Legal Affairs  
Admin IT  Sales CCD Finance HR 
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2.4.2 Product of Banglalink 
2.4.2.1 Prepaid 
Banglalink currently offers two prepaid plans. All the prepaid plans come in two phases—Standard 
(TandT incoming and outgoing with NWD and ISD) and M2M. All connections provide GPRS to 
subscribers.  
 Desh, with the slogan Ek desh Ek Rate! (Means one country one rate!), is one of the cheapest 
prepaid plans in the country by tariff. Users of desh can call any mobile operator at 0.69 
taka (excluding VAT) during 9 AM to 5 PM. It also has three FnF numbers. Desh was launched 
on September 14, 2006.  
 Desh rang is launched as a brand extension to enrich the brand of desh. Rang is a Bengali word 
which means color. It is introduced with the catch phrase—Rangiye Din Apnar Jeebon (means 
color your life.). This package is beneficial for customers who mainly make calls to their own 
network and are heavy SMS users. It offers four on-net FnF numbers, but no off-net FnF 
number. 
2.4.2.2 Postpaid Packages 
Currently there are three postpaid plans from Banglalink for its retail customers. These packages are 
known as enterprise personal, which is a subset of much larger Banglalink enterprise. All packages 
come with TandT local, NWD, ISD and e-ISD connectivity.  
 personal package 1  
 personal supplementary  
 personal call and control 
Banglalink enterprise offers a wide range of products and services to suit the needs of the business 
community. Companies under the enterprise package are provided with a dedicated enterprise 
relationship manager who provides them with personalized customer care round the clock. Other 
benefits of enterprise include customized packages with attractive call charges and connection price, 
enterprise Sms Broadcast, enterprise short code, international roaming, missed call alerts, free voice  
mail retrieval, fax and data service, conferencing, special offer for family members and many more. It 
was first launched in December, 2006. The current packages are:  
 Enterprise corporate; targeted at the corporate segment  
 Enterprise SME; targeted at the Sme segment 
 Enterprise Personnel 
Prior to the launch of Banglalink enterprise, Banglalink served the business clients through a similar 
platform named Banglalink professional. 
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2.4.2.3 Services offered 
The Value Added Services (VAS) Section will familiarize the customer with the new services that can 
now benefit from, which will give them all the freedom they need, making mobile communications 
more exciting, convenient and enjoyable. Since its inception, Banglalink has always endeavored to 
provide its customers with innovative products and services on a regular basis. Banglalink offers the 
following Value Added Services that are designed to meet customer’s needs.  
 
 Friend Finder 
 Amar Tune 
 Azan alert  
 Stock Information 
 Quran IVR-4567 
 Music Station 5858 
 Voice Adda  
 Missed Call alert 
 Namaz alert 
 SMS (text,quotes,jokes 
etc)  
 Instant recharge. 
 Money transfer from 
abroad 
 SMS facebook
Apart from the above services, as a Banglalink customer, one can enjoy the following services listed 
below.   
 Call Forwarding/Divert  
 Call Waiting / Call holding  
2.5 Growth of the Company 
Banglalink has already been recognized as the fastest growing mobile operator in this country 
(involving well over a 2000 people with experts from 15 different countries).  
 Coverage 61 districts, 425 thanas, 88% population, 15 million customers by the end of June 
2010.  
 The latest telecom infrastructure from world class companies like Siemens and Huawei.  
 A 24 hour by 7 call centre to help and inform.  
 140 exclusive Banglalink dealers and over 2000 outlets for recharge cards  
 Vital services like SMS to all GSM operators, useful services like Voicemail and conference 
calling, exciting services like ring tones and logos are at customer’s disposition.  
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2.6 SWOT Analysis 
Before setting objectives, Banglalink, like any other company makes a SWOT analysis. The analysis 
revealed the following facts: 
2.6.1 Strengths 
 Fastest growing  
 Network almost all over the country 
 Low price  
 Attractive offers 
 Technological advancement 
2.6.2 Weaknesses 
 Sometimes network become unreachable. 
 Problem Contained Offers 
 Complicated Pricing Structure 
 Competition 
 Quality 
2.6.3 Opportunities  
 
 Already established a sense of trust among the customers. 
 Huge untapped market 
 3G technology with many Value added services 
 Target Market 
 
2.6.4 Threats 
 Intense price war has already begun among competitors. It will even increase when more mobile 
service provider starts their operation.  
 More Rigid Government regulation  
 Huge License fees and SIM TAX 
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2.7  Network Coverage Map  
Banglalink gives the highest importance on the quality of their coverage to ensure that their customers 
have the best experience while using their service.  
Coverage of Banglalink at the end of November, 2012.   
 
 
Figure. 3 (Coverage Map of Banglalink) 
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Chapter: 3 
3.0 HR policy of Banglalink 
Human Resource department of Banglalink is responsible for formulation and implementation of  
different type of policies related to employees welfare, compensation and benefit,  leave, allowances, 
office timing, travel, transfer, dress code, employee code of conducts, recruitment, performance 
management, promotion etc. Due to maintaining confidentiality the management didn’t allow to 
disclose all the policies of HR. The following information has been revealed from employee 
“Handbook” of Banglalink. 
3.1 General Policy 
3.1.1 Equal Employment Opportunity 
Banglalink upholds equal employment opportunity for all and does not allow preferential treatment 
towards anyone. All employment decisions are made without regard to individual characteristics such 
as race, color, religion, gender, age, national origin, disability, military status, genetic information, etc. 
Rather, employment decisions are based on an individual’s education, experience, skills and abilities, 
as well as demonstrated job performance. 
3.1.2 Consequence for False Information/Forged Documents 
In case it is proven  that any applicant /employee has submitted false information or forged 
documentation from the time of submitting his/her Curriculum Vitae till the  end      of his/her service 
tenure, Banglalink HR reserves the right to his/her candidature/employment without prior notice, 
reward or compensation. 
3.2 Employment 
3.2.1 Probationary Period of Employment 
All permanent employees will be on probation for the initial 90 days of employment. This probation 
period may be extended further for another 90 days only. The employee will be notified at least 7 days 
before the confirmation date regarding his/her confirmation/extension/separation of employment. 
3.2.2 Internal Job Placement Policy 
Banglalink believes in providing employees with opportunity for internal growth, and therefore has an 
Internal Job Placement Policy. The policy is designed to give all employees an opportunity to apply for 
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positions of interest for which they are qualified. When a vacancy occurs, an internal advertisement is 
given [if required] to all users with a deadline for Curriculum Vitae submission within ten [10] calendar 
days to advertisement circulation. 
3.3 Performance Management  
Banglalink conducts Performance Management Program to create a performance centric culture by 
evaluating the employees against their set objectives and competency matrix. This is applicable for all 
permanent, confirmed employees of Banglalink who has joined on or before July 31 of the performance 
year. [This date is subject to decision of management] 
In Banglalink, the performance management is about aligning the objectives of individuals with the 
organizational and business goals. It is an annual process starting with the setting of individual 
objective, and finishes with assessment of performance, feedback on the areas of improvement and 
assigning a rating based on the achievement of the objectives and assessment against competency 
matrix. 
3.4 Working Hour 
The standard office hours are 9:30am to 6:30 [9 hours each day] with a one-hour lunch break, Sunday 
through Thursday [5 days per week] 
All employees, excluding shift employees, are entitled to work flexible office hours. Employees must 
report to the office between 9:00am and 10:00am, and work the required minimum 9 hours. 
All employees may be required to work additional hours based on organizational need. This applies to 
all employees. 
Employees are expected to be at their work location at their scheduled start time. Each department 
determines the work scheduled and hours for employees as necessary for its operation. 
3.5 Payment of Salary 
Banglalink will transfer the respective employee’s remuneration along with all other dues of the 
employee to their bank account in accordance with the following regulations:- 
All New Employees are strongly encouraged to open bank accounts in specified banks prescribed by 
the company so that their salary can be created at the end of each month. 
If payday falls on a weekend or a holiday, the account of the employee will be credited on the preceding 
working day. 
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Upon separation from service [end of services], the employee will receive their final settlement dues [if 
any] in their respective bank account/cheque [as the case may be]. 
3.6 Training and Development 
3.6.1 Local Training (In-House and External) 
Training programs that are held locally (either by local vendor or by i international vendor) are 
considered ‘’Local training’’ and may be held in training rooms of Banglalink offices, local confidence 
/seminar halls, or on vendor premises. In-House training programs maybe provided through internal 
resources with the objective to recognize internal talents and provide customized training for 
employees. Banglalink employees that provide in-house training s are entitled to an honorarium as 
outlined in the In-house Training honorarium policy. 
3.6.2 International Training 
All training programs, workshops, seminars and conferences held outside Bangladesh are considered 
International training. 
3.6.3 Technical know-How Programs through Vendors 
Technical know-How programs through vendors are learning services purchased from technical 
equipment vendors or project suppliers in order to provide technical know-how to the employees the 
associated equipment or work on the concerned project. 
3.6.4 In-House Training 
Banglalink has some niche training needs which are difficult to address trough open courses. 
However, Banglalink possesses some in-house trainers who have the necessary knowledge and 
experience to conduct such training programs .Thus, HR can decide to organize such training 
programs utilizing these in-house trainers. The use of in-house trainers will ensure the delivery 
of qualitative, customized and cost-effective training programs as per company needs. In-
House trainers are also encouraged to share their colleagues and thereby attain self-enrichment. 
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3.7 Promotion 
3.7.1 Normal Promotion: 
The employee must serve the minimum number of years at the previous grade at the date the promotion 
is effective from, unless identified as talent where only 1 year is required to be eligible for this 
promotion. 
The employee has to achieve at least ME (Meet Expectation) in competency rating and accomplish 
100% in objective in the last year. 
This will happen automatically twice [every 6 month] outside the promotion cap but manager’s consent 
will be acquired before executing. Manager’s consent will also be acquired in implementation. 
Employee’s service tenure as of his/her joining date/last promotion date [Whichever higher] will be 
considered for his/her future normal promotion. 
In case of a vacancy that requires replacement and internal resource is available, a level promotion can 
be allowed despite of minimum service tenure or promotion quota provided that employee achieved 
ME and 100%. 
There should not be any disciplinary action taken against the employee in the last 12 months. 
3.7.2 Special Promotion 
Promotion must entail a higher responsibility and change in role profile in terms of job role and 
competency standard 
The employee must serve the minimum number of years at the previous level at the date the promotion 
is effective from, unless identified as talent where only 1 year is required to be eligible for this 
promotion. 
The employee has to achieve ME (Meet Expectation) in competency rating and accomplish100% in 
objectives in the service time of previous level. 
Promotion must be budgeted from the day it is effective from. 
In case of a vacancy that requires replacement and internal resource is available, a special level 
promotion can be allowed despite of minimum service tenure or promotion quota provided that 
employee achieved ME and 100% and that there is a change in role profile. 
There should not be any disciplinary action taken against the employee in the last 12 months. 
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3.8 Transfer 
Banglalink views transfers as opportunities to provide professional growth when the employee is 
exposed to work within various departments/locations. Transfers generally fall into one of two 
categories: those initiated by management, or those made in response to an employee’s request. 
Transfers initiated by the company may be necessary to meet business needs. A transfer allowance can 
be applicable in cases where the transfer is from one city to another.  
Transfers requests can also be initiated by any employee, either as a response to an internal job opening 
or a change in personal circumstance or interests. This request is subject to available opportunities and 
management approval. Transfer allowance is not applicable in such cases. 
3.9 Leave 
3.9.1 Annual Leave 
Only confirmed employees will be eligible for annual leave during the first calendar year of service 
which occurs from 01st January to 31st December. Confirmed employees are entitled for 21 working 
days of annual leave in a calendar year. The number of eligible days of leave will be prorated for an 
employee’s first year of service according to their date of joining. 
The timing of annual vacations shall be determined by the department head based on the annual leave 
plan submitted by the employee. The department head/line manager will consider the work load and the 
employee’s requested time of leave. However the company decision in this regard is final. 
The company may request the employee to return to work during the authorized vacation as required 
by work needs.  In that case the company will re-adjust the annual leave accordingly. 
In case of separation, the employees shall be entitled to receive cash payment for their un-availed 
prorated vacation days at the time of final settlement.  
Employees are prohibited from working for another employer during vacation, whether paid or unpaid. 
Employees that exhaust their annual leave prior to the end of the year are not entitled to vacation for 
remaining of the year.  In the event additional leave is required, it will be directly deducted from the 
employee’s monthly salary  
Public holidays occurring during an employee’s vacation will be calculated separately and will not be 
considered part of the annual leave. 
Vacation balance can be carried over to the following year as per local labor law. 
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3.9.2 Casual Leave 
The company recognize the necessity for employees to be absent from work for unusual and justified 
circumstances that are beyond the employee’s control. 
Every employee shall be entitled to casual leave with full pay for up to ten (10) days per year. The 
casual leave admissible in this section shall not be carried forward beyond that calendar year and will 
be forfeited. 
3.9.3 Half-Day leave  
Banglalink understand that employees sometimes have some personal tasks to accomplish during the 
work days, i.e. bank related tasks, bill payments, physician’s appointment, sickness etc. To 
accommodate employees for such reasons, employees can take half-day leave, using 4.5 hours of their 
annual/casual leave for the first half or the second half of a working day. 
3.10 Compensation and Benefit 
3.10.1 Salary Scale 
Banglalink strives to provide compensation that recognizes employee contribution to the organization. 
Salaries are subject to review in January of each calendar year and are changed in light of merit and 
inflation. Employees are compensated according to their job title, job specification and relevant job 
experience with in the approved salary structure. 
 Each job is assigned a minimum salary that is established according to the salary survey result and 
the specified minimum salary that may be paid to incumbents in each job. 
Minimum and maximum pay scales are designed on a system of mathematical calculation to allow 
overlapping between levels as a result of salary merit or promotional increment. 
Employee Grade Level 
Core Levels 
Chief Officer 
Deputy Chief Officer 
Senior Director 
Director 
Deputy Director 
Senior General Manager  
General Manager 
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Associate General Manager 
Senior Manager 
Manager 
Deputy Manager 
Associate Manager 
Senior Assistant Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Senior Executive /Engineer 
Executive/Engineer 
Associate Executive/Engineer 
Junior Executive/Engineer 
Support Levels 
Senior Executive Assistant 
Executive Assistant 
Associate Executive Assistant 
Senior Admin Assistant 
Admin Assistant 
Associate Admin Assistant 
Senior Department Coordinator 
Department Coordinator 
Driver/Support 
 
3.10.2 Overtime 
Overtime is work performed outside the normal hours of employment. All employees 
[permanent/temporary] up to the deputy Manager Level are eligible to receive overtime; Manager and 
above will not be entitled to overtime. Employee has to apply for overtime immediately through the 
HRIS and concerned line manager will approve/reject the applied Overtime through the system. 
Overtime performed in the current month will be paid the following month. 
3.10.3 Festival Bonus 
Banglalink provides a festival bonus to eligible employees each year for the purpose of motivating 
employees and allowing them to enjoy two major festivals of each year. (i.e. Eid-ul-Fitre and Eid-ul-
Azhas)  
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All regular and temporary employees working in Banglalink at that time of the festival are eligible for 
the festival bonus. New hire must work at least seven days for Banglalink before the eve of the festival 
for eligibility for the festival bonus.  
Each employee will receive 50% of their gross salary in each festive.   
3.10.4 Provident Fund 
All confirmed permanent staffs are eligible for provident fund. Each member shall contribute monthly 
to a sum equal to 10% of basic salary payable to him/her during the month and such sum shall be 
deducted by the company from the salary of the member at the time of payment thereof and deposited 
forthwith into the specific PF’s bank account. The company shall contribute to the found monthly. 
The member will be eligible to the amount as follows 
Service length (From the date of 
enrollment in PF) 
Member Subscription Company Contribution 
Before completion of 02 Years 100% Nil 
Completion of 02 – 04 years 100% 30% 
Completion of 04 – 06 years 100% 60% 
Completion of 06 and above 100% 100% 
Figure. 4 (Provident Fund) 
3.11 Code of Conduct 
Banglalink has a well-defined “code of conduct” for its employee. The code of conduct provides firm 
and uncompromising standard for Banglalink employees for dealing with its agents, customers, 
suppliers, political entities and others. The code reemphasizes and provides further guidance regarding 
policies which are integral part of Banglalink business philosophy.   
Adherence to the code is the responsibility of each employee of Banglalink and its affiliates as a 
condition of continued employment. 
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Chapter: 4 
4.0 Job Description 
Job description defines the specific duty and responsibility to be performed by a specific job holder. 
On the basis of Job description, an employee remains responsible to perform his/her specific job. For 
each employee/each Job Banglalink HR department maintains specific job description. Job 
descriptions are also subject to be reviewed time to time based on the requirement of job nature and 
business as well. (DeCenzo and Robbins, 1999) 
4.1 My Job Description 
I started my internship at Banglalink from 26th of May 2015 and finished it on 26th of August 2015. 
During this period I worked under the HR operations team where I had an amazing experience, I worked 
for the Digitalization Project, where I used to update all the Employees personal data in HRIS system. 
I also took part in employee engagement program, in which we would have to organize events for 
employees based on a certain allocated budget, for example, when there was any birthday of an 
employee, I used to prepare the list of employees and gave requisition on the bank for birthday cards, 
it had a visa card inside and it contained Tk.2500 after getting this, the employees got more motivated 
and got more engaged on their job. I also had to make No Objection Certificate and Experience letters 
for the employees. Whenever there was a new joiner I had to verify their educational background by 
sending letters to their Universities. Further to this I assisted the HR department in logistics department 
by scanning necessary document, typing important data on Microsoft Word, and by preparing other 
necessary documents in Microsoft Excel.  
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Chapter: 5 
5.1 Operational Excellence in HR services at Banglalink 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 5 (Human Resource Division) 
 
The HR department Banglalink is very important for that organization because it takes care of all the 
employees working for that organization, it has to make sure that employees are in the right position 
and doing the right job. It has 
 
 Strategy which is decision making that has staffing assessments and projections for future workforce 
needs.  
 
Compensation 
HR compensation specialists develop realistic compensation structures that set company wages 
competitive with other businesses in the area. 
 
Benefits 
Benefits can reduce the company’s costs associated with turnover, attrition and hiring replacement 
workers. It is important to the organization because employees will only work at the organization if he 
or she feels they are getting a good benefit from the organization. 
 
Safety 
Workplace safety is engaging employees in promoting awareness and safe handling of dangerous 
equipment and hazardous chemicals. 
 
 
 
 
Recruitment 
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Operations 
Human Resource Division 
Organizational 
Development 
Admin 
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Liability 
HR minimize the organization's exposure and liability related to allegations of unfair employment 
practices. It identifies, investigates and resolves workplace issues that are left unattended and helps 
the organization to settle any disputes. 
 
Training and Development 
 HR coordinate new employee orientation, an essential step in forging a strong employer-employee 
relationship. The training and development area of HR also provides training that supports the 
company's fair employment practices and employee development to prepare aspiring leaders for 
supervisory and management roles. 
 
Employee Satisfaction 
HR has to see that the employees are satisfied with their work, if they are not then HR has to find out 
ways to make them happy about their job. 
 
Recruitment 
HR manages the employment process from screening resumes to scheduling interviews to processing 
new employees. And finding out employees which will best suit the organization. 
 
Compliance 
HR workers ensure that the organization complies with federal state employment laws. They complete 
paperwork necessary for documenting that the company's employees are eligible to work in the 
Bangladesh. 
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5.2 The Recruitment Process of Banglalink 
The process begins with the requisition. Whenever there is a resignation of an employee there is an 
opening in the organization. Then the concerned department sends a requisition form to recruitment 
division of HR department. The requisition form indicates the number of employees they need and of 
what position. Apart from the resignation there can be openings because of the organizational 
restructure, departmental redesign, reshape in the divisions, termination of any employees, retirement 
or any new projects. The recruitment team then see through the form and makes sure that all is in 
order. After that the recruitment team goes for the next step as availability of funds ensures the salary 
and benefits for new recruits.  
Then the next step of the Recruitment team is to collect the information regarding the matter, whether 
they need permanent, temporary or contractual employee, after that they post advertisement internally 
or externally to find out employees. If the advertisement is posted internally then Banglalink 
employees can apply for that particular job, it is done so that the Banglalink employees feel motivated 
to develop themselves.  
Then the next step is to call for tests and interview, if the employee is from Banglalink then he or she 
will face interview only, if from external source then he or she will have to give written exam then if 
selected then initial interview, in the interview board there one HR personnel and three concerned 
department’s Personnel. If the applicant is selected in the initial interview then he or she gets a call for 
final interview after getting finally selected, then he or she has to go through medical examination, if 
physically fit to work then recruitment team gives the appointment letter to the applicant, if the 
applicant agrees with all the terms then he becomes a Banglalink employee.  The employee and get all 
the information from the appointment letter, his salary, his joining time, his reporting personnel, his 
probationary period. 
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5.3 The Remuneration Service of Banglalink 
Employee remuneration is defined as, "the reward given to the employees for their work 
performances," according to Management Study Guide (Owen E). It is a way of establishing morale 
and more motivation. Banglalink very much believe this and in most cases the remuneration team gets 
busy in the third week of the month so that all the employees can receive their salary at the end of the 
month. Provident fund and medical claim is seen by the remuneration team and the details are given 
in the HR policy. 
The work of HR remuneration is very confidential because it is related with salary and medical claim, 
so I couldn’t get much information about this service. 
Banglalink and Pragati insurance works together so that they can provide the employees with medical 
services, if an employee claims medical bills, he or she has to show the prescriptions to Pragati 
Insurance, if pragati thinks that those are authentic then they approve his or her claim, this is medical 
claim works.  
Remuneration also provides salary certificate to the employees, first the employee has to undergo 
some processes to get the salary certificate. Employee request for salary certificate through tiger’s 
lounge stating the purpose and address of the person/organization to whom the letter is intended to. 
Remuneration team prepares the salary certificate as per the requirement every day at a particular 
time. The team Collects recruitment and Remuneration Deputy Director’s approval on the letters and 
provide approval in the system. The process is given below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 6 (Process for Salary Certificate) 
  
This is how remuneration team works on. 
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5.4 The HR Operations of Banglalink 
The HR operations of Banglalink is a very crucial part of Banglalink, I worked as an HR operations 
intern and learnt a lot about HR functions. As I have mentioned before I was part of the digitalization 
project, where I used to upload the personal information of the Banglalink employees in HITS 
(Human Information Technology System) which is Egyptian software made in 2004.  As I worked on 
that division I got to know that hrops (Human Resource Operations) administrates more of the day to 
day services.  
5.4.1 The operational activities of HROPS (Human Resource Operations) 
HR Operations involve managing and administering the day to day activities that go on in a firm. It 
starts form taking care of legal compliance of hiring employees, and regulating and maintaining their 
everyday needs and affairs. The maintenance of human resources in a firm is what drives the firm to 
success. It helps the firm grow like a good well-maintained machine. Working in the HR is highly 
visible in a firm as it focuses on the routine issues at work regarding ongoing needs of the employees. 
These include important tasks such as interviewing and hiring, implementing work policies, 
maintaining compliance with all laws of the operating jurisdiction, and other utilities and benefits 
given to employees.  
In Banglalink, the HR Operations conduct the post selection procedure, since the pre selection 
operation is conducted by the recruitment team. Once a candidate is chosen and taken in as an 
employee, the HR team, through coordination with the recruitment team waits till the successful 
medical test of the employee. Then they are provided with a specific date in which to join the 
organization. Thereafter, the HR team provides them with all necessary information and documents to 
fill up such as employee particulars form, and application for employee identification card, pool 
phone requisition form, acknowledgment of the code of conduct etc. 
Further to this the HR department is entrusted with the function of induction and orientation.  This is 
organized every two months for the newly recruited employee.  This welcomes them in a warm 
environment in the office system, and helps them adjust and transit into being professionals in a very 
smooth way.  
Further to this, Banglalink has its own Human Resource Information System which is also known as 
HRIS Management. Its functions lie in maintaining man mandatory activities such as leave 
verification, attendance monitoring, and profile updates report preparation for different departments’ 
etc. When I worked there as an intern I had to check whether the employees were taking early out or 
late in, early out means getting out of the office and late in is coming at office after a certain time, if 
the employee did this more three times then from his annual leave half day was taken off, if he did for 
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example like five times than 2 half day was taken off from his annual leave. This is another very 
important aspect for HR Operations team in Banglalink. 
The HR Operations team in Banglalink further provides the service while cooperating with employees 
in meeting their employment clarification needs. In this regard the team provides a no objection 
certificate, NOC to the concerned employee. In addition to this, the team further provides VISA 
forwarding letter in case of request for visa extension for the purpose of travel request, pilgrimage, 
higher study, and other personal reasons of employees. 
The team also maintains personnel database for each employee where all their necessary documents 
and information is stored. Personnel database management is a core responsibility for the HR 
Operations team in Banglalink. In this regard the team is responsible to prepare, arrange and update 
employee personal files according to their ID numbers into specific folders. Each personal file is 
identified by employee ID number and department name. This specific way of storing data helps 
maintain all the information which can be utilized in the everyday operations of the team. 
HR Policy and implementation is another vital function of the HR operations team in Banglalink. The 
team head ensures compliance and compatibility of internal policies with the Labor Code 2006 of 
Bangladesh. These policies include attendance policy, leave application policy, hartal policy e.t.c. 
This further includes exit formalities, which means the process of quitting from a job position. In this 
situation, in compliance with operating law, Labor Code, of Bangladesh, the concerned employee has 
to provide a written notice of ` month to HR Operations through a letter of resignation.  
As per Labor Code, the team further has to manage and maintain compliance with the Code, and in 
case of non-compliance of company policy, the team has to take steps under disciplinary issue 
management to ensure compliance. The operation is divided into three parts: 
• Explanation: The team has to issue a letter of explanation to the concerned employee accused to 
have not complied with company policy. This letter asks them to show cause for their concerned 
noncompliance or misconduct such as unauthorized leave, habitual lateness to work, or taking leave 
without approval etc. 
• Investigation: The next step is for the HR Operations to investigate the misconduct or 
noncompliance based on the concerned employee’s response to the show cause letter. The team shall 
then provide a finding of guilty or not guilty in regards to the concerned employee.  
• Action/warning: Once a finding has been made on the concerned employee’s guilt, it is the 
responsibility of the HR Operations to take disciplinary actions based on the finding of the 
investigation. When the finding is of no guilt, a mere warning suffices as the adequate response in 
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regards to the concerned employee. However, if the employee is found to be guilty, disciplinary 
action is taken based on Labor law and company policy against him.   
Other functions of the HR Operation may include employee transitions to different departments. This 
means the transference process of employees which is done within Banglalink.  In Banglalink it is 
viewed as opportunity to learn and provide professional growth when an employee works in various 
locations or departments. It enriches an employee’s work experience and adds more value to his 
contribution in the Organization. Transfers may fall into one of two categories: when initiated by 
management and when done through employee request. When it is done through request, the transfer 
will be finalized if it meets the relevant approval. 
Further to this, confirmation of an employee’s job position in the firm is done through HR Operations. 
At first the HR Operations informs the line manager about a specific employee to appraise their 
performance. If performance appraisal is above 100% expectation, then the employee gets 
confirmation as a permanent employee. However, if appraisal is less than this, the probation period is 
extended. All employees are put on a 90 days probation period upon entry. The extension can be for 
90 more days in addition to this. The employee is notified at least 7 days before the confirmation date 
regarding their confirmation/extension/separation of employment. 
 Consistent with its commitment to promote an open, dynamic and responsible culture throughout its 
business operations, Banglalink welcomes the voicing of questionable accounting or auditing matters 
and illegal or unethical behavior through an online access form. 
 Audit committee which is conducted by the Hrops Team members will review status and progress of 
investigating all receive complaints and the resolution and outcome of all investigations that have been 
terminated or completed. 
Each complaint will be treated as confidential, and the identity of the complaint will be maintained as 
anonymous, to the full extent reasonable in light of the Company’s need to investigate the complaint. 
The employee must exercise sound judgment to avoid baseless allegations and any international report 
of wrongdoing will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including discharge. This is also known 
as Flag raising.  
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Chapter: 6 
6.1 Observations 
I noticed while working that Banglalink uses a software that is very old and slow in nature. It required 
many updates which were not installed properly. Due to this, there would be many errors that could not 
be detected in the system. This slowed down our digitization work to a great extent and diminished 
efficiency of my work.  
I realized in my term in Banglalink that the HR team would get overloaded with employee queries from 
other departments. This would happen at all times, and would hamper other work of employees. Once, 
I had a hard time to meet a deadline at work because I got 7-10 calls in a row placing different queries 
about employees from HR team from different departments. This was through no fault of my own and 
I noticed that an efficient system to take care of this problem was necessary for the HR team to function 
like a well-oiled machine. 
The HR department is short staffed compared to the work load it has to complete on a daily basis. For 
this individual employees like me would get stressed at times and by default be susceptible to making 
mistakes at our work. 
The HR team manages information and data of thousands of employee. The amount of paperwork 
needed here is abysmal. Filling up paperwork is a lengthy, time consuming and an extremely 
monotonous process. Digitization would help make work easier, and more efficient for the employees. 
It takes a long period of time to recruit new employees. The pre recruitment process should be shortened 
to save time of the Company and also prospective employees. Instead, the resources are now being 
spent on refining the interview process. However, the resources would be better used if it was used to 
train new employees. 
I noticed that work load was much more enjoyable when we had timely breaks and employee 
engagement events. Social programs were nice and a change in our daily routine environment which 
invigorated us to work even harder. 
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Chapter: 7 
7.1 Recommendations 
 
 Bangalink needs to change its HRIS software because it uses an old version software HITS 
which is an Egyptian software system and it was made in 2004 and from its inception Bangla 
link has been using this software. So my recommendation will be is to use a latest  
Version of HRIS software system. 
 Banglalink has a huge number of human resource which is about 2200 employees, so there is 
always frequent issues of employees who wants to know several information from the HR 
team, as I worked in HR I could see that the HR employees get a lot of phone call from other 
department’s employees and they have to make them understand a lot of employee related 
information. This hampered their work, and sometimes they get distracted due to this. So here 
my suggestion would be to establish a HR help desk where employees can place their query. 
This would save a lot of time and the HR employees won’t get distracted from their work. 
 As I have mentioned before that there are about 2200 employees at banglalink, but prior to 
that there are less number of HR employees, for which not all queries are answered, so they 
need to hire more HR employees. 
 Almost all Telecommunication companies are using automated methods for their work but, 
banglalink is using less of automation, but more of paper work, so they should move to 
automated ways of doing their work, it would ease their style of work. 
 In Banglalink Digital Communications Limited the recruitment process is lengthier than 
others. Currently several days are allocated for taking individual interviews and the decision 
making time in recruitment process is lengthy here also. I have noticed that there are more or 
less three interviews take place for most of the positions and all these interviews are 
scheduled in different days with long time constrains. This needs to be changed. 
 They should have more employee engagement programs which motivate the employees, so in 
future they will work more for the Organization.  
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Conclusion 
 Banglalink Digital Communications Limited. is one of the second largest telecommunication of the 
country that serves millions of subscribers. It is driven by one of the modest Human Resource 
Department. To serve the whole country this organization recruits right people for the right positions of 
each department with attractive remuneration and motivation. As I worked there as an intern I could see 
how it values its employees with excellent HR services, whenever an employee needed anything like 
NOC ( no objection Certificate) or experience certificate they would do it as soon as possible and send 
it to the respective employee, whenever there was any compliance issue they tried to solve it soon. I 
really got motivated while working there and it surprised me how important human resource department 
was, because without it Banglalink wouldn’t have been where it is now. HR Operations is more 
responsible to create engaged employment as they are arranging different type of non-financial benefits 
to the employees of Banglalink. They follow all the effective ways to implement HR activity in their 
organization to manage all the HR issue. Due to the excellent HR services, the employee engagement 
rate is prominent in Banglalink. The employees get motivated when they see that they are getting more 
priority, thus they try to give their best to the Organization. Consistent with its commitment to promote 
an open, dynamic and responsible culture throughout its business operations, Banglalink welcomes the 
voicing of questionable accounting or auditing matters and illegal or unethical behavior, most of the 
organizations do not promote this kind of service, but Banglalink does. So at the end of this report it 
can be said that the HR team of Banglalink is very much efficient in doing their job in a proper way. 
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